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TASK A. Use the words in the box to complete the sentences. 

 

 

 

 

1. _______________ takes place when the usual weather patterns  

are replaced by new ones. 

2. Each of us has a _______________ based on how much CO2 our  

activities put into the atmosphere. 

3. Solar power and wind power are examples of _______________. 

4. _______________ refers to the overall rise in temperature on Earth. 

5. Oil, coal, and gas are all _______________. 

6. Environmentalists warn governments to reduce greenhouse gas _______________. 

7. Melting ice can put more water into the ocean, which would cause _______________ to rise. 

8. A _______________ on coal mining would stop the extraction of coal. 

 

TASK B. Work with a partner. Correct the mistakes.  
       trap in heat on Earth. 

1.  In the greenhouse effect, gases like carbon dioxide release heat from the Earth. 

 

2. Deforestation refers to planting trees and rebuilding forests. 

 

3. Climate mitigation harms the environment. 

 

4. Fracking uses water to extract coal. 

 

5. Being carbon neutral means using both fossil fuels and renewable energy. 

 

6. Hybrid cars require only electricity. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

global warming  climate change  sea levels carbon footprint 

fossil fuels  renewable energy ban  emissions 
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TASK C. Talk with a partner. 

1.  Do you own anything that can be called energy efficient? Do you think the label “energy efficient” is 

part of marketing? 

2.  What would it mean for a city to adopt clean energy goals? Could your city or town easily do this? 

3.  A friend invited you to hear a climate activist speak. At the talk, you can ask any question you wish. 

What will you ask? 

4. At a dinner party, you meet a geoengineer. What kinds of questions do you ask? 

5. How would you describe your own carbon footprint? Is it worth being concerned about this? 
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ANSWERS: 

TASK A.  

1. Climate change takes place when the usual weather patterns  

are replaced by new ones. 

2. Each of us has a carbon footprint based on how much CO2 our  

activities put into the atmosphere. 

3. Solar power and wind power are examples of renewable energy. 

4. Global warming refers to the overall rise in temperature on Earth. 

5. Oil, coal, and gas are all fossil fuels. 

6. Environmentalists warn governments to reduce greenhouse gas emissions. 

7. Melting ice can put more water into the ocean, which would cause sea levels to rise. 

8. A ban on coal mining would stop the extraction of coal. 

 

TASK B.  
                                                          cutting down or burning trees in  

2. Deforestation refers to planting trees and rebuilding forests. 
                                   reduces the harm to 

3. Climate mitigation harms the environment. 
                                                          oil and gas 

4. Fracking uses water to extract coal. 
                                                                                      no fossil fuels and only (OR: It means having no carbon emissions.) 

5. Being carbon neutral means using both fossil fuels and renewable energy. 
                                              gas and (Possible to add: They are more energy efficient.) 

6. Hybrid cars require only electricity. 
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